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PALINDROMIC INTERVALS IN BRUHAT ORDER AND HYPERPLANE ARRANGEMENTS
ROBERT MCALMON, SUHO OH AND HWANCHUL YOO
ABSTRACT. An element w of the Weyl group is called rationally smooth if the corresponding Schubert variety
is rationally smooth. This happens exactly when the lower interval [id, w] in the Bruhat order is palindromic.
For each element w of the Weyl group, we construct a certain hyperplane arrangement. After analyzing the
palindromic intervals inside the maximal quotients, we use this result to show that the generating function for
regions of the arrangement coincides with the Poincare´ polynomial of the corresponding Schubert variety if and
only if the Schubert variety is rationally smooth.
1. INTRODUCTION
For an element of a Weyl groupw ∈ W , let Pw(q)
def
=
∑
u≤w q
ℓ(u), where the sum is over all elements u ∈
W below w in the (strong) Bruhat order. Geometrically, the polynomial Pw(q) is the Poincare´ polynomial of
the Schubert varietyXw = BwB/B in the flag manifoldG/B.
The inversion hyperplane arrangementAw is defined as the collection of hyperplanes corresponding to all
inversions ofw. LetRw(q)
def
=
∑
r q
d(r0,r) be the generating function that counts regions r of the arrangement
Aw according to the distance d(r0, r) from the fixed initial region r0.
The main result of the paper is analyzing the palindromic lower intervals of W and using that to show
Pw(q) = Rw(q) if and only if the Schubert variety Xw is rationally smooth. We have previously given an
elementary combinatorial proof for Type A case of this problem in [7].
According to the criterion of Carrell and Peterson [5], the Schubert varietyXw is rationally smooth if and
only if the Poincare´ polynomial Pw(q) is palindromic, that is Pw(q) = q
ℓ(w) Pw(q
−1). If w is not rationally
smooth then the polynomial Pw(q) is not palindromic, but the polynomial Rw(q) is always palindromic. So
Pw(q) 6= Rw(q) in this case. Hence it is enough to show that Pw(q) = Rw(q) when w is rationally smooth.
Our proof is purely combinatorial, combining basics of Weyl groups with a result from [3].
This paper is an extended and improved version of the conference paper [8] back in 2010, with a heavier
focus on palindromic lower intervals in parabolic quotients. The previous conjecture of [8] regarding shapes
of palindromic lower intervals will be given a proof using lattice M(n) studied in [12] and [4]. This result
will be used to prove our main result instead of the original approach, giving us a more uniform proof.
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2. RATIONAL SMOOTHNESS OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES AND INVERSION HYPERPLANE ARRANGEMENT
In this section we will explain how rational smoothness can be expressed by conditions on the lower Bruhat
interval. We will also define the inversion hyperplane arrangement. In this paper, unless stated otherwise, we
refer to the strong Bruhat order.
LetG be a semisimple simply-connected complex Lie group,B a Borel subgroup and h the corresponding
Cartan subalgebra. Let W be the corresponding Weyl group, ∆ ⊂ h∗ be the set of roots and Π ⊂ ∆ be the
set of simple roots. The choice of simple roots determines the set of positive roots. We will write α > 0
for α ∈ ∆ being a positive root. Following the conventions of [4], let S be the set of simple reflections and
T
def
= {wsw−1 : s ∈ S,w ∈ W} be the set of reflections. Set Π = {α1, · · · , αn}, S = {s1, · · · , sn} and
index them properly so that si and αi corresponds to the same node of the Dynkin diagram for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then there is a bijection between T and ∆ by matching wsiw
−1 with w(αi). Then wsiw
−1 is exactly the
reflection that reflects by the hyperplane corresponding to the root w(αi).
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We have the following definitions as in [4]:
TL(w)
def
= {t ∈ T : ℓ(tw) < ℓ(w)},
TR(w)
def
= {t ∈ T : ℓ(wt) < ℓ(w)},
DL(w)
def
= TL(w) ∩ S,
DR(w)
def
= TR(w) ∩ S.
They are called the left(right) associated reflections of w and left(right) descent set of w. In this paper, we
concentrate on lower Bruhat intervals [id, w]
def
= {u ∈ Sn | u ≤ w}. They are related to Schubert varieties
Xw = BwB/B inside the generalized flag manifoldG/B. The Poincare´ polynomial of the Schubert variety
Xw is the rank generating function for the interval [id, w], e.g., see [2]:
Pw(q) =
∑
u≤w
qℓ(u).
For convenience, we will say that Pw(q) is the Poincare´ polynomial of w. And we will say that w is
rationally smooth ifXw is rationally smooth. Due to Carrell and Peterson, one can check whether the rational
locus of a Schubert variety is smooth or not by studying Pw(q). Let us denote a polynomial f(q) = a0 +
a1 q + · · ·+ ad qd as palindromic if f(q) = qdf(q−1), i.e., ai = ad−i for i = 0, . . . , d.
Theorem 1. (Carrell-Peterson [5], see also [2, Sect. 6.2]) For any element of a Weyl group w ∈ W , the
Schubert varietyXw is rationally smooth if and only if the Poincare´ polynomial Pw(q) is palindromic.
For each w ∈ W , we will be comparing this polynomial Pw(q) with another polynomial, that comes from
an associated hyperplane arrangement. To assign a hyperplane arrangement to each w ∈ W , we first need
the definition of the inversion set of w. The inversion set ∆w of w is defined as the following:
∆w
def
= {α|α ∈ ∆, α > 0, w(α) < 0}.
For type A case, this gives the usual definition of an inversion set for permutations. Let us define the
inversion hyperplane arrangement Aw as the collection of hyperplanes α(x) = 0 for all roots α ∈ ∆w.
Here all the hyperplanes coming from reflections are central, meaning that they contain the origin.
Let r0 be the fundamental chamber of Aw , the chamber that contains the points satisfying α(x) > 0 for
all α ∈ ∆w. Then we can define the distance enumerating polynomial onAw:
Rw(q)
def
=
∑
r
qd(r0,r),
where the sum is over all chambers of the arrangement Aw and d(r0, r) is the number of hyperplanes
separating r0 and r. Our goal in this paper is to show that Rw(q) = Pw(q) whenever Pw(q) is palindromic.
Remark 2. We have Pw(q) = Pw−1(q) and Rw(q) = Rw−1(q) by definition. Whenever we use this fact, we
will call this the duality of Pw(q) and Rw(q).
3. PARABOLIC DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we introduce a theorem of [3] regarding parabolic decomposition that will serve as a key
tool in our proof. Let us first recall the definition of the parabolic decomposition. Given a Weyl groupW ,
fix a subset J of simple roots. Denote WJ to be the parabolic subgroup generated by simple reflections of
J . Let JW be the set of minimal length (right) coset representatives of WJ\W . Then it is a well-known
fact that every w ∈ W has a unique parabolic decomposition w = uv where u ∈ WJ , v ∈ JW and
ℓ(w) = ℓ(u) + ℓ(v).
Lemma 3. [13] For any w ∈W and subset J of simple roots,WJ has a unique maximal element below w.
We will denote the maximal element ofWJ below w asm(w, J).
Theorem 4. [3] Let J be any subset of simple roots. Assume w ∈ W has parabolic decomposition w = uv
with u ∈ WJ , v ∈ JW and u = m(w, J). Then
Pw(t) = Pu(t)P
JW
v (t)
where P
JW
v =
∑
z∈JW,z≤v t
ℓ(z) is the Poincare´ polynomial for v in the quotient.
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This decomposition is very useful in the sense that it allows us to factor the Poincare´ polynomials. We
will say that J = S \ {α} is leaf-removed if α corresponds to a leaf in the Dynkin diagram of S.
The following theorem of [3] tells us that we only need to look at maximal leaf-removed parabolic
subgroups for our purpose.
Theorem 5. [3] Let w ∈ W be a rationally smooth element. Then there exists a maximal proper subset
J = S \ {α} of simple roots, such that
(1) we have a decomposition of w or w−1 as in Theorem 4,
(2) α corresponds to a leaf in the Dynkin diagram ofW .
Wewill call the parabolic decompositions that satisfies the conditions of the above theorem asBP-decompositions.
This is a strong tool and has been lead to numerous interesting results on Schubert varieties [1],[6],[9],
[10],[11],.
4. PALINDROMIC LOWER INTERVALS IN W J
In this section, we will describe the palindromic lower intervals of JW , where J = S\{α} is leaf-removed
as before. Due to the obvious symmetry, we will work with left quotientW J instead since lot of the tools in
the previous literature is stated forW J instead. We say that v is trivial if v = id or v is the longest element
of W J . If the lower interval [id, v] in W J is a chain poset, we will say that v is a chain element of W J .
Whenever [id, v] is rank-symmetric, we will say that the lower interval of v is palindromic or simply say that
v is palindromic.
Let I be the set of simple roots that appear in a reduced word of v. We say that v is a locally-longest
element in W J if it is the longest element of W I∩JI and I forms a connected subgraph within the Dynkin
diagram. Such quotients of formW I∩JI will be referred as embedded quotients. Similarly we will say that
v is in a local chain if W I∩JI is a chain poset. In this section, we will show that a palindromic element v is
either a locally-longest element or is in a local chain except for two cases of v.
Remark 6. In [11], the main tool for decomposing the polynomials was studying the chain elements (called
chain BP-decomposition), which is when v is a chain element. In this paper, our decomposition focuses on
dealing with the locally-longest elements instead.
4.1. type A,F and G.
Example 7 (An). Choose An to be our choice of Weyl group and label the simple roots S = {s1, · · · , sn}
so that the labels match the corresponding nodes in the Dynkin diagram of Figure 1. If we set J = S \ {s1}
then the list of nontrivial palindromic v ∈W J are:
s1, s2s1, . . . , sn−1 · · · s1.
They are all locally-longest elements. Same happens for J = S \ {sn} as well.
s1 s2 sn−1 sn
FIGURE 1. Type An Dynkin diagram
Example 8 (F4). Choose F4 to be our choice of Weyl group and label the simple roots S = {s1, · · · , s4} so
that the labels match the corresponding nodes in the Dynkin diagram of Figure 2. If we set J = S \ {s4},
then the list of nontrivial palindromic v ∈W J are:
s4, s3s4, s2s3s4, s1s2s3s4, s3s2s3s4, s4s3s2s3s4.
The elements that are not locally-longest are s2s3s4, s3s2s3s4 and s1s2s3s4. The elements s2s3s4 and
s3s2s3s4 are contained in the same local chain. By symmetry, J = S \ {s1} case is similar.
3
s1 s2 s3 s4
FIGURE 2. Type F4 Dynkin diagram
Example 9 (G2). ChooseG2 to be our choice of Weyl group and label the simple roots S = {s1, s2} so that
the labels match the corresponding nodes in the Dynkin diagram of Figure 3. If we set J = S \ {s1}, then
the list of nontrivial palindromic v ∈ W J are:
s1, s2s1, s1s2s1, . . . .
Only s1 is a locally-longest element here. ButW
J is a chain itself so we can say all other elements are in a
local chain. Same can be said for J = S \ {s2}.
s1 s2
FIGURE 3. Type G2 Dynkin diagram
4.2. type B and D. Define M(n) to be the set of subsets of [n]
def
= {1, . . . , n} endowed with the partial
ordering defined as follows: let A,B ⊆ [n]. Write A = {a1 < · · · < aj} andB = {b1 < · · · < bk}. Then
A  B denotes that j ≤ k and aj−i ≤ bk−i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1.
∅
1
2
12 3
13 4
23 14
123 24
124 34
134
234
1234
FIGURE 4. The latticeM(4) ∼= B4/A3
Proposition 10. The palindromic elements of M(n) are k and [k] for positive integers k ≤ n together with
∅.
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Proof. For A ∈M(n), define
U(A)
def
= {B ∈M(n) : A⊳B},(1)
U2(A)
def
= {B ∈M(n) : ∃C,A ⊳ C ⊳B},(2)
where A ⊳ B stands for the covering relation: A  B and there is no other C such that A  C  B. Sets
D(A) and D2(A) are defined similarly for checking elements below A instead. It is fairly simple to verify
that [∅, k] and [∅, [k]] are palindromic.
Assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a subset A ⊂ [n] such that [∅, A] is a palindromic
interval, and so that A 6= k, [k] for any k ≤ n. We take n ≥ 3, since M(2) ∼= [3]. Examine the bottom
ranks of M(n), we get |U(∅)| = |U2(∅)| = 1. For A to be a palindromic element, we need to have
|D(A)| = |D2(A)| = 1 as well. Since |D(A)| = 1, then A must be a succession of positive integers
A = {j, j + 1, . . . , k − 1, k} for some 1 < j < k ≤ n. Since A = {j, . . . , k} with j > 1, D(A) =
{{j− 1, j+1, . . . , k}} and we get |D2(A)| > 1. This contradicts the assumption that [∅, A] is palindromic.

Example 11. Look at the posetM(4) = [∅, 1234] in Figure 4. Notice howM(1) = [∅, 1],M(2) = [∅, 12]
andM(3) = [∅, 123]. In fact, this chain continues on infinitely as M(1) ⊂ M(2) ⊂ M(3) ⊂ · · · , and we
may consider every M(n) as living inside the infinite poset M(∞), which is the set of positive integers N
endowed with the same partial order relation  described in this section. The only elements with non-chain,
palindromic lower intervals are 1234, and 123.
We now start analyzing the type B case. Figure 5 is a Dynkin diagram of type B.
s0 s1 s2 sn−2 sn−1
FIGURE 5. Type Bn Dynkin diagram
Lemma 12 (Bn/Bn−1). LetW be a type Bn Weyl group and S be the set of simple roots, corresponding to
the Dynkin diagram of Figure 5. Set J = S \ {sn−1}. ThenW
J is a chain poset of length 2n.
Proof. Every element ofW J can be written as a tail of the reduced expression of the longest element v0 =
sn−1 · · · s1s0s1 · · · sn−1. 
An example ofW J in this case is shown in Figure 6.
id
s2
s1s2
s0s1s2
s1s0s1s2
s2s1s0s1s2
FIGURE 6. Type B3/B2 quotient
The following Lemma is from exercise 6 in Chapter 8 of [4]:
Lemma 13 (Bn/An−1, [4]). LetW be a typeBn Weyl group and S be the set of simple roots, corresponding
to the Dynkin diagram of Figure 5. Set J = S \ {s0}. ThenW J ∼= M(n).
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Proposition 14. The palindromic elements of W J (in the previous Lemma) are exactly the locally-longest
elements and chain elements of form sk · · · s0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Proof. From Lemma 13 and Proposition 10, the palindromic elements are pre-images of ∅, 1, . . . , n and
[2], . . . , [n]. There are total 2n of them. We have n+1 locally-longest elements coming from I = ∅, {0}, {0, 1}, . . . , {0, . . . , n−
1} and n + 1 chain elements coming from id, s0, s1s0, . . . , sn−1 · · · s0. Since we have 2 overlaps, these 2n
elements are exactly all the palindromic elements ofW J .

s0
s1
s2 s3 sn−2 sn−1
FIGURE 7. TypeDn Dynkin diagram
We now start analyzing the type D case. Figure 7 is a Dynkin diagram of type D. We call the following
leaf-removed quotient a typeDn/Dn−1 quotient.
Lemma 15 (Dn/Dn−1). Let W be a Weyl group of type Dn with n ≥ 4 and S be the set of simple roots,
corresponding to the Dynkin diagram of Figure 7. Let J = S \ {sn−1}. Every palindromic element v ∈ W
J
is a locally-longest element.
Proof. Every element having only sn−1 as a right descent can be written as a right tail of one of two reduced
expressions of the maximal element: sn−1 . . . s2s1s0s2 . . . sn−1 = sn−1 . . . s2s0s1s2 . . . sn−1.
Since s1 and s0 commutes, we have exactly one element of length k for 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n− 2 and k 6= n− 1,
and exactly two elements of length n − 1. An example Hasse diagram is drawn in Figure 8. The nontrivial
palindromic elements are exactly the elements of length 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.

For J = S \ {s0} and J ′ = S \ {s1}, we call W J ∼= W J
′
a type Dn/An−1 quotient. This quotient is
isomorphic toM(n− 1) thanks to Stanley [12]:
Lemma 16 (Dn/An−1,[12]). LetW be a Weyl group of typeDn for n ≥ 4. Let J = S\{s0} or J = S\{s1}.
ThenW J ∼= M(n− 1).
Proposition 17. The palindromic elements of W J (in the previous Lemma) are exactly the locally-longest
elements.
Proof. From Lemma 16 and Proposition 10, the palindromic elements are pre-images of ∅, 1, . . . , n− 1 and
[2], . . . , [n − 1]. There are total 2n − 2 of them. We have 2n − 2 locally-longest elements coming from
I = ∅, {0}, {0, 2}, . . . , {0, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1}, {0, 2, 1}, . . . , {0, 2, 1, 3, . . . , n− 1}. Hence these are exactly all
of the palindromic elements ofW J .

4.3. type E. We now start analyzing the type E case. Figure 9 has Dynkin diagrams of type E6, E7 and E8.
Since the leaf quotients of E6 and E7 are embedded inside the leaf quotients of E8, we will analyze E8 only.
Example 18 (E8). The following are the elements of
S\{s}W when W is a Weyl group of exceptional type,
S the simple roots of W and s a leaf of the Dynkin diagram as in Figure 9. We only list the nontrivial
palindromic elements. The result was obtained by using the Coxeter package developed by Stembridge. For
this example, we use si and i interchangeably, so a list of numbers corresponds to a word of simple roots.
(1) W = E8, s = 2
• [2]
• [2, 4]
6
es4
s3s4
s2s3s4
s0s2s3s4 s1s2s3s4
s1s0s2s3s4
s2s1s0s2s3s4
s3s2s1s0s2s3s4
s4s3s2s1s0s2s3s4
FIGURE 8. TypeD5/D4 quotient
s1 s3 s4
s2
s5 s6
(a) E6
s1 s3 s4
s2
s5 s6 s7
(b) E7
s1 s3 s4
s2
s5 s6 s7 s8
(c) E8
FIGURE 9. Finite type E6, E7, E8
• [2, 4, 3]
• [2, 4, 3, 1]
• [2, 4, 3, 1, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 4, 3, 1, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2]
• [2, 4, 5]
• [2, 4, 5, 6]
• [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]
• [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6, 5, 4, 3]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6, 7, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6, 7, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 1, 3, 4, 5]
• [2, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 1, 6, 7, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 5, 4, 3, 1, 6, 7, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2, 5, 4, 3, 1, 6, 7, 5, 6, 4, 5, 3, 4, 2]
(2) W = E8, s = 1
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• [1]
• [1, 3]
• [1, 3, 4]
• [1, 3, 4, 5]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
• [1, 3, 4, 2]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 4, 3, 1]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 4, 3, 1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6]
• [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3, 4, 5, 2, 4, 3, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3, 4, 5, 2, 4, 3, 1]
(3) W = E8, s = 8
• [8]
• [8, 7]
• [8, 7, 6]
• [8, 7, 6, 5]
• [8, 7, 6, 5, 4]
• [8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 2]
• [8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3]
• [8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 1]
• [8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
In each of the cases, every element is a locally-longest element.
4.4. Conclusion. Combining the case-by-case results analyzed so far, we reach the following conclusion:
Theorem 19. LetW be a Weyl group with simple reflections S, and let J
def
= S \ {s} where s is a leaf of the
Dynkin diagram. Then v ∈J W is palindromic if and only if one of the following holds:
• v is a locally-longest element,
• v is in a local-chain,
• Case F4 with J = S \ {s4} and v as s4s3s2s1,
• Case F4 with J = S \ {s1} and v as s1s2s3s4,
• Case Bn with J = S \ {s0} and v as s0 · · · sk for some 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
This implies that a rationally smooth w has a BP-decomposition where v is a locally-longest element or
is in a local chain except for few cases. Similarly, it was shown in [11] that a rationally smooth w has a
BP-decomposition into a chain element except for few special cases.
The theorem implies a conjecture that was previously asked by the authors [8]:
Corollary 20. Let W be a Weyl group with simple reflections S, and let J
def
= S \ {s} where s is a leaf of
the Dynkin diagram. Then v ∈ W J is palindromic if and only if v is a locally-longest element or a chain
element.
The conjecture was actually stated for entire Coxeter groups, but we show in the last section that it is not
true for typeH4.
5. FACTORING THE POLYNOMIAL Rw(q)
In this section we will study howRw(q) behaves with respect to the BP-decomposition. From a hyperplane
arrangementA, we can get a poset structure on the set of chambers of that arrangement.
Definition 21. Given an arrangementA and a choice of its fundamental chamber r0, we get a poset structure
QA on the set of chambers by the covering relation r ⊳ r
′ whenever r and r′ are adjacent (separated by a
hyperplane) and d(r0, r
′) = d(r0, r) + 1.
Then the distance enumerating polynomial RA of A is simply the rank generating function of its poset
QA.
LetA be a central hyperplane arrangement with a pre-fixed fundamental chamber r0. Also let A′ be some
subarrangement of A and r some chamber of A′. We define the induced subposet QA,A′,r to be the induced
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subposet of QA on the chambers of A that is contained in r. We will say that A is uniform with respect to
A′ if for all chambers r of A′, the induced subposetsQA,A′,r are all isomorphic. When this happens, we use
QA,A′ to denote the poset.
If w0 is the longest element ofW , the arrangementAw0 is simply the well known Coxeter arrangement
ofW . Here each chamber is indexed with a permutation w ∈ W and two chambers u, v are adjacent if and
only if v = usi and their length differs exactly by 1. Hence the poset QAw0 where w0 is the longest element
of W is exactly the weak Bruhat order ofW . It is a well known fact that the weak Bruhat order of W and
the strong Bruhat order of W are different poset structures on the same set of elements with same rank [4].
From this it follows that:
Lemma 22. When w0 is the longest element of W , we have Pw0(q) = Rw0(q). When u0 is the longest
element ofWJ for some J ⊂ S, Aw0 is uniform with respect to Au0 .
Proof. Each chamber of Aw0 is indexed with a permutation of w ∈ W . Each permutation w ∈ W has
a parabolic decomposition uv where u ∈ WJ and v ∈J W . The chambers indexed by uv with common
u ∈ WJ are contained in the same chamber indexed by u in Au0 . For each chamber u in Au0 , the chambers
of Aw0 contained in it are only separated by hyperplanes of Aw0 \ Au0 . The poset QAw0 ,Au0 is the right
weak Bruhat order onW J . 
Now we start the analysis of Rw(q) when w is rationally smooth. The first step is the following lemma:
Lemma 23. Let w ∈ W be a rationally smooth element and w = uv be a BP-decomposition. Then every
simple reflection in J appearing in the reduced word of v is a right descent of u.
Proof. If we delete every simple reflection appearing in v but one in J , then the resulting element is in WJ
and is below w. Hence by maximality of u, it is below u. 
Actually, we can state much more about u in terms of simple reflections of J appearing in v.
Lemma 24. Letw = uv be a BP-decompositionwith respect to J . Let I be the subset of S that appears in the
reduced word of v. Then every reflection formed by simple reflections in I∩J is a right inversion reflection of
u. In fact, there is a minimal length decomposition u = u′uI∩J where uI∩J is the longest element ofWI∩J .
Proof. Take the parabolic decomposition of u under the right quotient byWI∩J . Say, u = u
′u′′. Then u′ is
the minimal length representative of u inW/WI∩J . For any simple reflection s ∈ I ∩ J , the minimal length
representative of us inW/WI∩J is still u
′, hence the parabolic decomposition of us is us = u′(u′′s). Since
s is a right descent of u by Lemma 23, s is a right descent of u′′. Therefore u′′ is the longest element in
WI∩J . The rest follows from this. 
The above lemma tells us that for each rationally smoothw ∈W , we can decomposew orw−1 to u′uI∩Jv
where uv is the BP-decomposition with respect to J , with u = u′uI∩J and uI∩J is the longest element of
WI∩J . Given such decomposition, we decomposeAw intoA0
def
= AuI∩J ,A1
def
= Au\A0 andA2
def
= Aw\Au.
Proposition 25. Let r be some chamber inside A1 ⊔ A0. Let r′ be the chamber of A0 that contains r. Then
the poset QAw,A1⊔A0,r is isomorphic to QA0⊔A2,A0,r′ .
Proof. Once a chamber r′ ofA0 is fixed, we will show that any chamber ofA0⊔A2 contained in r′ interesects
every chamber ofA1⊔A0 contained in r′. In order to show this we can freely addmore hyperplanes toA0,A1
and A2. So we may assume that u = u′uI∩J is the longest element of WJ and v is the longest element of
JW .
From Lemma 22, each chamber of A0 is now indexed with a permutation of WI∩J . Fix a chamber
rx labeled with a permutation x ∈ WI∩J . Each chamber of A0 ⊔ A2 contained in rx is labeled with a
permutation xz where z ∈J W . Each chamber of A1 ⊔ A0 contained in rx is labeled with a permutation yx
where y ∈ W I∩JJ . For any such chamber of A0 ⊔A2 and A1 ⊔ A0, their intersection will be the chamber of
A that is labeled by yxz, a permutation ofW .
Let r1 and r2 be two different chambers of A contained in r. They are separated by a hyperplane in A2.
For i = 1, 2, let r′i be the chamber of A0 ⊔ A2 that contains ri. Then r
′
1 and r
′
2 are different chambers since
they are separated by the hyperplane that separates r1 and r2. If r1 and r2 are adjacent, then r
′
1 and r
′
2 are
adjacent. If r′1 and r
′
2 are adjacent but r1 and r2 are not, that means there is a hyperplane ofA1 that separates
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r1 and r2. But that contradicts the fact that r1 and r2 are both contained in the same chamber ofA1 ⊔A0. So
we may conclude that r1 and r2 are adjacent if and only if r
′
1 and r
′
2 are.

From the above property we immediately get the following tool:
Corollary 26. In the above decomposition,AuI∩Jv being uniformwith respect toAuI∩J , on top ofRuI∩Jv(q) =
PuI∩Jv(q) and Ru(q) = Pu(q) implies Rw(q) = Pw(q).
Proof. If we know that AuI∩Jv is uniform with respect to AuI∩J , then Proposition 25 tells us that Aw is
uniform with respect to Au. Hence Rw(q) is divisible by Ru(q). Moreover,
Rw(q)
Ru(q)
=
RuI∩Jv(q)
RuI∩J (q)
. From
Lemma 22 we have RuI∩J (q) = PuI∩J (q). Hence RuI∩Jv(q) = PuI∩Jv(q) and Ru(q) = Pu(q) would
imply Rw(q) = Pw(q). 
The above corollary allows us to only consider the case when u is the longest element of someWI .
Proposition 27. In the above decomposition, if v is a locally longest element or is in a local chain, then
Pu(q) = Ru(q) implies that Pw(q) = Rw(q).
Proof. From the previous Corollary, it is enough to show that AuI∩Jv is uniform with respect to AuI∩J and
that RuI∩Jv(q) = PuI∩Jv(q).
If v is the longest element of JW , then uI∩Jv is the longest element of WI . The claim follows from
Lemma 22.
When W I∩JI is a chain, let v
′ denote the longest element of I∩JWI . Then w
′ def= uI∩Jv
′ is the longest
element of WI . From Lemma 22, we know that RuI∩J (q) = PuI∩J (q) and RuI∩Jv′(q) = PuI∩Jv′(q).
For each chamber u of AuI∩J , the poset Q(Aw′ ,AuI∩J , u) is a chain of length ℓ(v
′). In particular, every
hyperplane of Aw′ \ AuI∩J intersects the interior of the chamber u.
When we go from Aw′=uI∩Jv′ to AuI∩Jv, we are removing some hyperplanes of Aw′ \ AuI∩J . For
each chamber u of AuI∩J , the poset Q(AuI∩J ,AuI∩J , u) is a chain of length ℓ(v
′) minus the number of
hyperplanes removed. Hence AuI∩Jv is uniform with respect to AuI∩J . Moreover, we have RuI∩Jv(q) =
RuI∩J (q)(1 + · · ·+ q
ℓ(v)). The claim now follows from Lemma 22. 
Lastly we analyze two special examples each coming from F4 and Bn which will be needed in the next
section.
Example 28. Let w ∈ F4 be w = uv where u is the longest element of W{1,2,3} and v = s4s3s2s1. Then
Pw(q) = Pu(q)(1 + q + q
2 + q3). The hyperplane arrangementAw is taking the hyperplanes x1 = 0, x2 =
0, x3 = 0, x2−x1 = 0, x3−x2 = 0, x3−x1 = 0, x1+x2 = 0, x1+x3 = 0, x2+x3 = 0 coming fromAu and
additionally taking the hyperplanes−x1−x2−x3+x4 = 0,−x1−x2+x3−x4 = 0,−x1+x2−x3−x4 =
0, x1 − x2 − x3 − x4 = 0.
Pick any chamber c ofAu and pick an arbitrary interior point x inside. Chamber c determines a total order
on x1, . . . , xn−1,−x1, . . . ,−xn−1 that does not depend on the choice of x. Consider the line lx obtained
from x by changing the xn value from−∞ to +∞. This line is still contained in chamber c. Imagine moving
through the line lx by changing the xn value from −∞ to +∞. The order we cross the hyperplanes of
Aw \ Au is determined by the total order on x1, . . . , xn−1,−x1, . . . ,−xn−1.
HenceAw is uniform with respect toAu. Moreover, the posetQw is obtained fromQu by doing a product
with a chain of length 4. We get Rw(q) = Ru(q)(1 + · · ·+ q
4). Since Ru(q) = Pu(q) from Lemma 22 and
P
JW
v (q) = (1 + · · ·+ q
ℓ(v)), we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 29. Let W be a type Bn Weyl group and S be the set of simple roots, corresponding to the Dynkin
diagram of Figure 5. Set J = S \ {s0}. Pick w = uv where u is the longest element of WJ and v =
s0s1 · · · sn−1. Then Aw is unifrom with respect to Au and Pw(q) = Rw(q).
Proof. The hyperplane arrangement Au consists of hyperplanes xi = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, hyperplanes
xi − xj = 0 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1 and hyperplanes xi + xj = 0 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1. The hyperplane
arrangementAw is obtained fromAu by adding in the hyperplane xn = 0 and hyperplanes xn + xi = 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Pick any chamber c ofAu and pick an arbitrary interior point x inside. Chamber c determines a total order
on x1, . . . , xn−1 and 0 that does not depend on the choice of x. Consider the line lx obtained from x by
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changing the xn value from −∞ to +∞. This line is still contained in chamber c. Imagine moving through
the line lx by changing the xn value from −∞ to +∞. The order we cross the hyperplanes of Aw \ Au is
determined by the total order on x1, . . . , xn−1 and 0.
HenceAw is uniform with respect toAu. Moreover, the posetQw is obtained fromQu by doing a product
with a chain of length n. We get Rw(q) = Ru(q)(1 + · · · + qℓ(v)). Since Ru(q) = Pu(q) from Lemma 22
and P
JW
v (q) = (1 + · · ·+ q
ℓ(v)), we obtain the desired result.

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER REMARKS
In this section, we finally prove that Pw and Rw are the same when w is palindromic.
Theorem 30. LetW be a Weyl group. Let w be a rationally smooth element. Then Rw(q) = Pw(q).
Proof. We use induction on the rank of W . The claim is obvious for rank 1. Decompose w or w−1 via
BP-decomposition. By applying Theorem 19, we see that either v is a locally-longest element or is in a local
chain or is in special cases of F4 orBn. In the first two cases, that is when v is a locally-longest element or is
in a local chain, then Proposition 27 allows us to replace w with rationally smooth u of strictly smaller rank.
If we are in the special cases, using Example 28 and Lemma 29 combined with Corollary 26 allows us the
same replacement. 
Since Rw(q) is always palindromic by definition, we get the following result as a corollary:
Corollary 31. LetW be a Weyl group. Then w is rationally smooth if and only if Pw(q) = Rw(q).
We would like to mention that [11] has an explanation of the factors of Rw(q) using the structure of the
hyperplane arrangement.
The proof of the main theorem is based on a recurrence relation, using Theorem 19. Back in [8], we
conjectured that Corollary 20 would be true for any Coxeter groups. Although Theorem 19 tells us this is
true for Weyl groups (also answered in [11]), it turns out that there are palindromic lower intervals in a leaf
quotient ofH4 Coxeter groups that does not satisfy the property.
s4 s3 s2 s1
5
FIGURE 10. TypeH4 Coxeter system
Example 32 (H4). The following are the elements of
S\{s}W when W is a Coxeter group of type H4, S
the simple roots of W and s a leaf of the Coxeter diagram as in Figure 10. We only list the nontrivial
and non-chain palindromic elements. The result was obtained by using the Coxeter package developed by
Stembridge as before. For this example, we use si and i interchangeably, so a list of numbers corresponds to
a word of simple roots.
(1) W = H4, s = 1
• All palindromic elements here are the longest element or a chain element.
(2) W = H4, s = 4
• [4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4]
• [4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4]
• [4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 3]
The element [4, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4] uses all simple roots, so is impossible to be a
longest word of an embedded quotient.
One nice property that Rw(q) has is that it is always palindromic regardless of the rational smoothness of
w. And this is a property that intersection homology Poncare´ polynomial IPw(q) also has. So it would be
interesting to compare these two polynomials [6].
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